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Innovative razor allows users to save time and water, while getting a moisturizing shave that lasts all day

Eagle, ID -- (ReleaseWire) -- 11/16/2015 -- Men and women on the go no longer have to worry about water if they need a 
quick, close shave thanks to the newly released Speed Shave To Go from BodyVerde.

The precision http://www.bodyverde.com/products/speed-shave-togo">four-blade disposable design allows for seven to 10 
shaves per razor, along with an airless pump that keeps the Speed Shave lotion fresh for long periods of time. No water is 
needed to shave, and the use of water is optional for rinsing the razor afterwards. And unlike other disposable razor/shaving 
cream combo units, the contents of Speed Shave To Go are not under butane propellant pressure, making for a safer and 
more eco-friendly solution.

"We are very pleased to release Speed Shave To Go, an innovative disposable razor that makes it easier than ever for both 
men and women to shave no matter where they are in the world," said Sue Donnellan, president of 
http://www.bodyverde.com">BodyVerde. "This new product is perfect for traveling, camping and hiking, and is 
particularly useful for those individuals who want to conserve water and live more sustainably. In just minutes, you can get 
a moisturizing, close shave that keeps your skin soft all day, without the need to use water."

According to a recent University of Minnesota Extension study, individuals use up to 25 gallons of water with every shave, 
which can be highly wastefulâ€”especially in many drought-ridden areas. The Speed Shave lotion contains all-natural 
ingredients and is safe for most sensitive skin types. In addition, the razor is TSA travel-friendly, so users can take it with 
them when traveling anywhere in the world.

Speed Shave To Go comes from BodyVerde, a skin care brand with a steadfast commitment to providing safe, all-natural 
solutions to assist individuals with all types of skin. A family-owned company, its team creates products that help the body 
use its natural systems to heal itself in ways synthetic chemicals simply cannot replicate. 

None of the brand's http://www.bodyverde.com/products">natural skin care solutions, including Speed Shave, contain any 
fragrances, coloring agents, parabens, mineral oil, phthalates, petroleum, sulfates, propylene glycol or artificial 
preservatives. Additionally, its products are never tested on animals, nor do they contain any animal products.

"The launch of Speed Shave To Go is a terrific step forward for our company, as it reflects our dedication to all-natural 
ingredients and our environmentally friendly approach to skin care," said Donnellan. "We look forward to making the 
shaving process quicker and cleaner for men and women around the world."

To order BodyVerde's Speed Shave To Go, visit https:// http://www.bodyverde.com/products/speed-shave-togo.
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